# FACULTY OF HEALTH

## PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT: UNOFFICIAL WORKSHEET

### MAJOR/MINOR HONOURS BSc PROGRAM (PSYCHOLOGY MINOR) (as of FW 2009)

120 CREDITS REQUIRED  
Each Line Below Represents 6 Credits

### GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS - 18 CREDITS

1. HUMA 1000 OR 2000 LEVEL
2. SOSC 1000 OR 2000 LEVEL
3. MODR 1000 LEVEL

### PSYCHOLOGY MINOR

MINIMUM 30/MAXIMUM 42 CREDITS

Students admitted into the Faculty of Science and Engineering or the new Faculty of Health or declaring Psychology as a Minor as of F/W 2006 will be required to complete SC/PSYC 2021 3.0 and SC/PSYC 2030 3.0 or a substitution.

4. PSYC 1010 6.0 (minimum grade of C)
5. PSYC 2021 3.0 **AND** PSYC 2030 3.0
6. PSYC
7. PSYC
8. *PSYC 4000 LEVEL

**Note:** At least 6 credits in Psychology must be at the **4000 level**

### 1000 LEVEL SCIENCE CREDITS

21 CREDITS

9. 6 crs from SC/MATH 1505 6.0  
   - SC/MATH 1013 3.0  
   - SC/MATH 1014 3.0  
   - SC/MATH 1025 3.0
10. 15 crs from  
    - SC/Biol 1010 6.0  
      - SC/PHYS 1010 6.0 or SC/PHYS 1410 6.0 or SC/PHYS 1420 6.0  
      - SC/CHEM 1000 3.0 and/or SC/CHEM 1001 3.0  
      - SC/EATS 1010 3.0 and/or SC/EATS 1011 3.0  
      - SC/CSE 1520 3.0 or SC/CSE 1540 3.0 or SC/CSE 1570 3.0 (Psychology students are strongly recommended to take SC/CSE 1570 30)  

### MAJOR PLEASE CHECK WITH DEPARTMENT FOR DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

---

### ELECTIVE COURSES

**NOTE:** TWO OF THESE LINES (12 CREDITS) MAY BE PSYCHOLOGY COURSES

**IF STUDENTS WISH TO GRADUATE WITH 42 CREDITS IN PSYCHOLOGY**

---

### STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE

**RESIDENCE REQUIREMENT:** A minimum of 30 course credits, and at least half (50 per cent) of the course credits required in the Major/Minor must be taken at York University.

**UPPER LEVEL REQUIREMENT:** Students must meet the upper-level requirement, which is 42 credits at the 3000 level or 4000 level. At least 6 credits in Psychology must be at the 4000 level. Be sure to check other MAJOR for their upper level requirements. To enroll in 4000 level courses in Psychology students must have completed 14 university courses (84 credits).

**SCIENCE REQUIREMENT:** At least 84 credits must be from Science (sc) credits.

Students should consult the most recent undergraduate Calendar for their chosen program and major for specific requirements.